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T
here was a News report in

april this year that the Indian

Government is in active discus-

sions with Germany to upgrade

the existing fleet of four

howaldtswerke-Deutsche werft (hDw);

also known as the shishumar class sub-

marines. It is understood that this was one

of the critical issues discussed during the

fifth Indo-German Defence Committee

meeting at New Delhi. The same news item

went on to elaborate that due to delays in

the ongoing Project 75 (scorpene project),

the government has decided to upgrade

not only the shishumar class but also the

russian origin Kilo class, known as the

sindhughosh class.

while this does indicate that the prob-

lem of depleting submarine force levels is

well understood by the ‘think tank’ and

decision-makers, such realisation though

essential, is neither sufficient nor a guaran-

tee that the problem at hand will be

resolved. For that we require a ‘do tank’—a

dedicated team which is multifunctional,

multidisciplinary, suitably empowered and

unambiguously responsible for the entire

upgradation and modernisation pro-

gramme and any other step which may be

considered suitable to mitigate the enor-

mity of the problem. 

Submarine Perspective Plan 
around 1997-98, the Naval headquarters

initiated the process of preparing a compre-

hensive paper highlighting the need for a

long-term perspective towards augmenting

and sustaining a submarine force level.

Termed as the 30-Year submarine Perspec-

tive Plan, it envisaged, among things, two

distinct indigenous production lines which

were to (at least initially) build submarines

which ‘could’ be of two different origins/

designs. The delivery schedule of the new

submarines was to be dovetailed with the

phasing out of the existing shishumar and

sindhughosh classes of submarines. This

would have ensured that the minimum sub-

marine force levels as dictated by the oper-

ational planners, was always available. 

In November 2002, the paper was

approved by the Cabinet Committee on

security (CCs) and the Navy was assured of

budgetary support. The two distinct sub-

marine designs which were to be simulta-

neously (or at least near-simultaneously)

built, were christened as Project 75 and

Project 75(I). while the former was to

utilise the infrastructure available at the

Mazagon Dock Limited (MDL), an appropri-

ate shipyard (public or privately owned)

was to be identified and developed for the

second production line.  

Current Status 
Project 75: In 2005, the Government of

India signed a contract worth $4.6 billion

(`21,100 crore) with DCNs, France, for

building six scorpene class submarines at

MDL. The first submarine was ‘assured’ to
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Net-centricity to 
Ne(x)t-Centricity
the time has come to ask questions about

how to deliver tangible benefits in the context

of network-centric operations. these are not

technology-related questions but questions

about employment of security forces in a net-

work-centric paradigm as opposed to the

platform-centric paradigm that they have his-

torically engaged in.

Commander (Retd) Devbrat Chakraborty
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Flexible and Long-Range
the Barak surface-to-air missile system was

designed to replace or complement gun-

based close-in-weapon system platforms,

such as the Phalanx. the missiles are

mounted in an eight cell container, which

requires less maintenance and are launched

vertically.

Rear Admiral (Retd) Sushil Ramsay
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China’s Aircraft Carrier Project
there is enough evidence to indicate that

china is expected to have an operational car-

rier by 2015 which will use a ski ramp. there

is also a possibility of china building two

nuclear powered aircraft carriers though the

veracity of these reports is questionable. 

Lt General (Retd) Naresh Chand
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Tension Boils Over the Narrow
Waters
It is the major route for importing energy and

exporting goods for the east Asian countries.

singapore and Hong Kong have become

major global economic hubs. conflicting terri-

torial claims, piracy, poaching and threat from

terrorism have become a matter of concern

for all sea-faring nations of the region. It also

has large amount of hydrocarbon resources

which has also escalated regional conflicts.

Lt General (Retd) Naresh Chand
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Indigenously Designed Warship

chief of the Naval staff, Admiral Nirmal verma

commissioned satpura, the second stealth

frigate of the shivalik class, into the Indian Navy. 
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Need for a Comprehensive and

Concerted Approach
PhotograPh: Navantia

No nation can afford a gap of 30 years between inductions of submarines; a weapon 

platform whose optimum operational life span is about the same. The situation cannot

be further compounded by not keeping the available assets combat worthy.

Scorpene class submarine



roll out in 2012; and the remaining five one

per year. since 2007, a number of problems

concerning a wide-range of issues have

arisen periodically. These included issues

concerning transfer of technology, augmen-

tation of industrial infrastructure and pro-

curement of MDL purchased material, etc.

all these have led to price hikes and more

importantly, slippage in delivery schedules.

In 2011, the Defence Minister accepted in

the Parliament that while most issues have

been resolved, the first submarine will now

be delivered only in 2015. even if this sched-

ule is met, it will be another year or two

before the first platform is fully operational

and deployable.  

Project 75(I): In 2009-10, the Navy sent

out a request for proposal (rFP) for the con-

struction of six conventional submarines at

Indian shipyards. Termed as project 75(I),

this was to fulfill the stated policy of setting

up the second production line for indige-

nous submarine building. The project is still

at the request for information (rFI)/(rFP)/

vendor short-listing stage, with at least four

active competitors—rosoboronexport (rus-

sia), DCNs/amaris (France), hDw (Germany)

and Navantia (spain). Though there has been

some progress in the process of identifying

an appropriate shipyard, there are still

ambiguities on the final decision. Larsen &

Toubro has already expressed its skepticism

fearing that despite the vast infrastructure

created for another project, it may be side-

lined. This $11 billion (`49,500 crore) proj-

ect, the so-called ‘mother-of-all defence

procurement projects’, is likely to take at

least 10 to 12 years to fructify. Given the

multitude of peripheral agencies involved in

decision-making, the paranoia of financial

correctness and transparency, the ‘ghost of

hDw kick back’ and the likely aggressive

lobbying that the competing firms (and their

respective governments) are likely to resort

to, this timeframe should be considered as

‘pragmatic and realistic’, and not necessarily

pessimistic. It may therefore be prudent to

state the ‘bad news’ up front that Project

75(I), as it stands in its present procurement

trajectory, is not likely to fructify before

2022-25. 

Therefore, none of the submarine plat-

form envisaged under Project 75 and 75(I)

is likely to be available for operational

deployment before 2017. even subse-

quently, the best case scenario is an addi-

tion of just one platform each year. 

Projected submarine force levels, 2011-

17: even a ‘back of the envelope’ calculation

would indicate that during the period 2011-

17, of the 14 submarines in commission, the

average submarine force level per year will

be in the region of six-eight platforms. This

is assuming that all refit schedules are met

by the respective yards. In fact during the

later part of this period (years 2015-17), the

availability is likely to fall even lower; prob-

ably to just four-five submarines per year. 

Impact on war plans and training: with

such dismally low submarine force levels, in

a war or less than war like situation, we will

not be able to achieve most of our offensive

undersea warfare objectives, as envisaged in

our war plans. Further, one of the major

peacetime responsibilities of submarines is

the training of anti-submarine warfare

(asw) forces and training and work up of

their own crews and ‘freshers’. Non-avail-

ability of submarines would adversely

impact the asw training and work-up of the

crews of surface and air platforms. The

demand for ‘submarine time’ by asw forces

will far exceed the availability. similarly,

lack of sufficient operational platforms

would grossly dilute the training and safety

standards of the submarine personnel. This

is because 70 to 80 per cent submariners,

during this lean period, would spend most

of their ‘learning years’ in non-operational

boats. In fact such prolonged shortages of

operational submarines would impact an

entire generation of asw and submarine

personnel across the Navy. Unfortunately,

the impact of non-availability of operational

submarines on training and workup is not

always appreciated and therefore com-

pletely neglected or, at best, given insuffi-

cient thought during decision-making.    

It would be amply apparent to even the

non-initiated that depleting submarine force

levels is a clear and present danger, which

would have an adverse impact on national

security and the operational ‘well being’ of

the Navy. It therefore, may require immedi-

ate and ‘extraordinary’ measure. To bridge

the gap between demand and availability of

operational submarines, the following three

pronged strategy is proposed:

l Put the submarine modernisation pro-

gramme for the existing submarines on

fast track.

l acquire submarines ‘off the shelf’.

l Compress the delivery timelines of Proj-

ect 75(I).

Submarine Modernisation Programme 
Service life extension programme: at this

stage, it would be prudent to articulate the

differences between the terms refits, upgra-

dation, modernisation, mid-life upgrade, etc.

while refits are time based and scheduled

periods of maintenance, the purpose of

upgradation is to overcome obsolescence

and issues of maintainability. Modernisation

on the other hand is primarily to enhance

the operational capabilities. Mid-life upgrade

is to do all this, when the platform is at its

half life. If it is intended to increase the life

of a platform beyond its designed service life

(normally 30 years for a conventional sub-

marine), the designer first needs to ascertain

the ‘residual life’ of the hull and thereafter

the refit, upgradation and modernisation is

planned. This, in many navies, is termed as

service life extension programme (sLeP).  

It may also be prudent to clearly articu-

late the end objectives of the seLP being

envisaged for the shishumar and sind-

hughosh classes, in the following order:

l Timely completion of the life extension

refit and upgradation/modernisation

programme.

l enhancement of the combat potential so

that the platforms remain potent and

operationally relevant, post upgradation. 

l effective cost management of the pro-

gramme.

It may also be worthwhile to articulate

what are not the objectives of the sLeP pro-

gramme and must therefore not unduly

influence any decision relating this pro-

gramme or impinge upon its implementa-

tion. These are:

l The objective of this endeavour is not to

build indigenous submarine refit capa-

bility, increase the indigenous content of

the submarines or propel indigenous

defence r&D. Though strategically

‘vital’, these have to be relegated to

‘desirable’ in the current ‘hour of crisis’. 

l The sLeP programme is not directly

related to the 30-year perspective plan

for submarines. while the former is for

upgradation/modernisation of the exist-
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The United States and Europe are undergoing

economic crises resulting in shrinking defence

budgets. But in India, the problem is different—

funds are available but the acquisition process is

slow. The Navy’s submarine strength is declining

and may come to an average of six-eight plat-

forms every year and may fall to even four-five

by 2017. Thus the lead article reviews the current

force level and future plans to fulfill the target of

the 30-Year Submarine Perspective Plan. 

The South China Sea has great strategic

importance as it covers China and connects

Indian Ocean with the Pacific Ocean. It also has

sources of energy. Thus it has become the area

of conflict for the nations around it with China try-

ing to dominate the region. The US is making all

efforts to counter China by making its naval pres-

ence felt and supporting other affected nations.

If India has to fulfill its regional aspirations then 

it also has to make its presence felt. It has

embarked on a ‘Look East’ policy, but appears to 

be shy of annoying China. 

An analysis of the strategic issues involved

in South China Sea is included in this issue.

China’s modernisation of its navy has been going

on at a hectic pace but it lacked a carrier-borne

force. To overcome this gap, China has started

an aircraft carrier project and the first sea trial of

the carrier has recently taken place and thus an

article is included on the project. Then there are

articles on network-centric operations (NCO) and

Barak surface-to-air missiles (SAM) system

which also covers the future SAM projects. Tex-

tron Systems common unmanned surface vessel

(CUSV) has excelled during the 10-day SUMMIT

demonstration. Know more about the CUSV in

Tecknow and read about Ghost, the first super-

cavitating stealth craft developed by Juliet Marine

Systems in First. We have wrapped up the issue

with the usual news digest and new appoint-

ments. Happy Reading! 

Jayant BaranwaL

Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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The proposal to procure

upgraded 209 or the 212 class

submarines, as a stop gap

arrangement to overcome the

‘clear and present danger’ of

depleting force levels must be

considered seriously, notwith-

standing the likely high cost

Continued on page 7

INS Sindhuvijay (S62) is a 
Sindhughosh class diesel-electric 

submarine of the Indian Navy

PhotograPh: Indian Navy
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“Network-centric warfare is not only

about networks, but also about how

wars are fought— how power is

developed.”

—Vice admiral (retd) 

arthur K. Cebrowski

T
he NeeD For NeTworK-CeN-

TrIC operations (NCo) is obvi-

ous and so is the fact that giant

steps have been taken by secu-

rity establishments across the

country in the past decade to bring this

capability to the table. There also is an

increasing realisation that the challenges

remain, and the road ahead may not be as

easy as initially thought. Much of the writ-

ing and comments available in the public

domain has gravitated towards technologi-

cal challenges. But as global organisations

continue their endeavours to overcome

these challenges, they must not confuse the

means with the end. 

This article argues that the time has

come to ask questions about how to deliver

tangible benefits in the context of NCo.

These are not technology-related questions

but questions about employment of security

forces in a network-centric paradigm as

opposed to the platform-centric paradigm

that they have historically engaged in. such

incremental thinking on operational matters,

until the desired capabilities are realised,

will also help avoid failures in the field, given

the critical importance of military IT sys-

tems. This approach also will lead to better

end products that are relevant and efficient

for the operational community. In other

words, thinking and further courses of

action must evolve from being merely net-

centric to becoming ne(x)t-centric. 

The issues that need to be dealt with in

this context are as follows:

Conceptual framework: The first step

in NCo implementation is to develop a con-

ceptual framework that runs across the

NCo domains within a service and in the

joint contexts. This would lead to identify-

ing metrics that provide objectivity to the

tenets and hypotheses that have been pre-

sumed when setting off on the NCo path.

Field observations, exercises, war-gaming,

case studies across missions and tasks, and

experimentation tailored to NCo should

then be conducted to help investment deci-

sions and priorities, fine-tune concepts of

operations and perhaps direct further

research and development. The insights

arising from such endeavours will help

developers refine the NCo end product.  

Operational roadmap: Beyond the doc-

trine, work on developing and codifying

NCo operational theory must be started as

soon as possible. There must be a clear

roadmap for adjusting and refining opera-

tional concepts and theory as NCo systems

and capabilities are implemented. opera-

tional implementation and usage of NCo-

delivered capabilities must thus be

completed in phases that are concurrent

with technology implementation. This also

will help users detect and avoid pitfalls in

the early days, leading to more efficient

technology development. Because the ulti-

mate vision is to undertake net-centric

operations jointly, such operational check-

points can save considerable confusion and

even failures, later. In other words, imple-

mentation of technology, conduct of NCo,

Net-Centricity to

Ne(x)t-Centricity
The time has come to ask questions about how to deliver tangible benefits in the context of network-centric operations.

These are not technology-related questions but questions about employment of security forces in a network-centric 

paradigm as opposed to the platform-centric paradigm that they have historically engaged in.

IlluStratIoN: SP guide Pubns
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and testing the evolved theory of opera-

tions cannot be done in one big bang. Given

that field deployment of NCo is still in the

early stages, this is best done in simulated

wargaming and experimentation environ-

ments. even if the system characteristics

are nebulous in the early stages of NCo

development, as has been observed in many

analysis and experimentation labs, the

insights that can be gained help avoid many

tradeoffs and adjustments that occur later. 

The fourth domain: Initial constructs

envisaged NCo components and aspects

within the physical, information and cogni-

tive domains. The cognitive domain encom-

passes perceptions, beliefs, leadership, and

doctrines. The need to include a fourth

domain, the social domain, arose later,

when it was understood that individuals

have distinct perceptions of phenomena or

information. In turn, individual perceptions

play out differently in interactive situations

such as collaborative decision-making,

especially when individuals come from dif-

ferent social backgrounds. while national-

ity, language, culture, and education are

relevant social aspects in this context,

organisational affiliations and culture also

play very significant roles in a networked

environment. as the network grows and

encompasses different agencies and organ-

isations, information usage and the actions

that follow will certainly be affected in

many ways due to such social factors.

Though some work has been done, sus-

tained and rigorous studies to identify

issues, find ways to deal with them and pro-

vide training is essential.  

Management of change: Individuals’

skills, their roles, how they are organised

and led, and how they fight evolve over life-

times. even when a technology is imple-

mented successfully, usage and adoption

can be a significant challenge. early in the

NCo technology induction phase, therefore,

concerted efforts must be made to prepare

individuals and teams. This readiness must

not only be in terms of maintenance,

upkeep and network security, but also in

terms of operational usage and exploita-

tion. Given the short timeframes in which

information technology leapfrogs from one

level to another, the earlier the individuals

get to upgrade their skills, the better. oth-

erwise there is always the danger that even

the most enabling technologies are rejected

due to cultural rather than technical rea-

sons. The new generation of end users may

be quicker on their feet in this respect, and

so greater attention must be paid to those

who may be more suspicious of new tech-

nology and processes. similarly, the organ-

isational structures and leadership changes

that NCo demands must not be limited to

the horizontal versus vertical debates, as

the truth lies somewhere in the middle. 

Taxonomy and task lists: Good work

has been done to formalise doctrine within

the services. There is a need to take this for-

ward by breaking these down even further

to missions, capabilities, activities and task

definitions that run across the services.

only then it will be possible to identify

operations and tasks clearly, leading to pro-

gressively more efficient planning and exe-

cution of operations. This is critical in the

NCo environment, where real-time repre-

sentation of the situation and subsequent

data mining and analysis are the primary

objectives. It would otherwise be extremely

difficult, if not impossible, to use the vast

amounts of data that can be gathered when

automated data transfer and recording

takes place. Variations in air support defi-

nitions and the tasks and activities that

they position across the Navy and the air

Force are a case in point. once this mission-

to-task breakdown is done, unique identifi-

cation numbers running across the services

must be assigned so that information tech-

nology systems can recognise each mission,

activity and task individually whenever data

related to them is distributed, stored or

retrieved. Universal task lists, which have

been developed by defence forces in coun-

tries that are farther down the NCo path,

provide good templates and are available in

the open domain. In the simulated world

with labs like the Boeing analysis and

experimentation Centre (aeC) at Bengaluru

dealing with issues like taxonomy, model

mapping or even icon standardisation

across applications are an omnipresent

challenge. Perhaps the only solution is to

determine or adopt standards and enforce

adherence through a disciplined approach

as agencies strive to achieve net-centricity.       

Systems engineering: Net-centric sys-

tems are systems of systems cutting across

the spectrum of missions and levels of

operations. The development of NCo tech-

nology and its exploitation therefore not

only requires systems engineering but also

systems of systems engineering perspec-

tives so as to avoid unforeseen pitfalls at

the execution stage. such an approach leads

to better end products, quicker operational-

isation, and lesser time and cost overruns.

systems engineering itself needs to become

more model-driven. This would help make

it more relevant to support network-centric

systems engineering requirements develop-

ment, functional analysis and allocation,

system architecture development and spec-

ification generation. User involvement and

usage priority needs to be at the front end

of these processes. There is thus a need to

develop organisational capabilities in this

respect within the services, as also in the

indigenous industry and academia.  

Joint networks vs. joint operations:

even in the industry, technology implemen-

tation and adoption has been most success-

ful when its tenets have been employed

enterprise wide. In the context of the secu-

rity services, it is easy to define boundaries

of such systems at the service level. There

is no denying, however, that the enterprise

here is not to be confused with the individ-

ual service. The service-centric approach

may be pragmatic in order to keep develop-

ment efforts manageable. however, it may

be wiser to look at interacting systems such

as the Joint Command, and Ministry of

Defence, in keeping with the basic systems

engineering dictum of looking intently at

other interacting systems constrained to

two levels up and down. It is never too early

to start this endeavour. Ultimately at some

point in the future, joint forces must be net-

worked not only at the strategic and opera-

tional levels, but also at the tactical level. 

Operations Analysis: The NCo-derived

benefits and concerns of pushing informa-

tion down to those on the ground and vice

versa is quite well understood. however,

one of the most understated benefits of

NCo is the ability to gather and warehouse

data on ongoing operations, exercises and

war games. The real benefit of warehousing

such data lies in the ability to quickly and

comprehensively use it to analyse recent

operations and missions so that operations

in the future can be more and more effective

and efficient. Given the present state of

technology, data storage and backup capac-

ities are not the real problem. The problem

is to sift through the voluminous databases

to extract relevant information and then

analyse it. even as information technology-

based analytics and data mining capabilities

become better by the day, the ability of the

services to undertake operations analysis

must also evolve. Considerable efforts are

needed in areas such as realigning existing

institutions and structures; creating and

training multi-skilled teams of operational

and technical personnel; and conversion of

legacy data and information. also, given

that NCo is not platform-centric, opera-

tional analysis as a whole needs to move up

the hierarchy from the higher-fidelity engi-

neering and engagement levels to the mis-

sion and campaign levels, which need higher

aggregation. These capabilities would

enable application of operational concep-

tual frameworks to envisaged mission areas

and help explain key underlying relation-

ships between input variables and output

measures. as they evolve from one phase to

the other, doing this will also help facilitate

the requirements for network-centric con-

cepts, capabilities and systems. Despite the

phenomenal developments in information

technology and distributed processing, find-

ing sufficient computing power to do every-

thing, with all the models, all the time, and

that too in real time can be very frustrating.

even state of-the-art technical environments

like the analysis and experimentation Cen-

tre recognise that this is a potential con-

straint during the conduct of activities. No

more fidelity than what is necessary for the

purpose of the analysis at hand should be

insisted upon. Convincing customers to that

end will admittedly require both profes-

sional and diplomatic skills.   

Technical Challenges: some technical

challenges that have tremendous bearing

on operations in the NCo milieu deserve

mention. while it may be attractive to post-

pone dealing with such challenges until the

NCo rollout, they are best handled concur-

rently, as they are time-consuming and

remain technologically challenging.   

Interoperability: even when there is an

agreement to build networks in accordance

with common standards, organisations

tend to take their own specific approaches

in the hope that integration can be readily

achieved when the time comes. This is more

often than not counterproductive and

expensive. on the other hand, while the

adoption of commercial standards and

solutions in the military world sounds

promising, there are a variety of proprietary

features that lie on top of commercial stan-

dards. achieving interoperability of net-

work solutions delivered by different

manufacturers, although based on the same

commercial standards, is therefore chal-

lenging at best. since interoperability is at

the very heart of operational efficiency, it is

critical to establish standards and protocols

and implement them across organisations

all along the NCo development route.  

Bandwidth: Bandwidth is a very scarce

resource and likely to remain so. opera-

tional bandwidths can be only a small frac-

tion of what technical specifications tend to

promise. Technical solutions lie in the

realm of technologies such as bandwidth-

on-demand and moving to higher frequen-

cies. Given the gestation that these

technologies need, the solution may be to

optimise demand rather than augment

capacity. even when the technologies are

available, the effects of many unpredictable

factors such as weather or network failure

and their effects on operations need to be

examined so that trade-offs can be esti-

mated and implemented. a robust concep-

tual framework of network components in

tandem with available bandwidth is there-

fore necessary. The framework must be in

terms of the phases of development and

should be followed up with studies in the

field or in simulated environments. 

Data fusion and correlation: Data

fusion and correlation together are the

technical challenge that affects operations

the most. They can dampen the very advan-

tages that NCo promises—better situa-

tional awareness, synchronised engagement

and dispersion of forces. This challenge can

be overcome only if a task force approach

is undertaken. This implies very involved

participation of all stakeholders—engi-

neers, academia (particularly mathemati-

cians), programmers and most importantly,

the operational community. 

Terrain and mapping: Terrain and

coordinate systems admittedly have had

lesser salience in the air and maritime

domains. Going forward, however, as air

and maritime forces interact closely with

the littorals and further inland, unless ter-

rain databases and associated coordinate

systems can interoperate, the benefits of

NCo in joint or coordinated operations can

be severely degraded. These issues must

be alleviated, even as service efforts are

moving towards digitisation within their

own domains. Common standards and

protocols, or at least a methodology for

rapid conversion across formats, are solu-

tions that must be studied as soon as pos-

sible. even when such commonality is

achieved, optimising terrain representa-

tion in NCo application areas such as com-

mon operating picture generation or

targeting needs considerable forethought

and compromises.   

Technology Evolving
assume that necessary changes in the oper-

ational and human domains are adopted by

the time NCo technology comes through.

even so, in the future, information technol-

ogy and networking will be widely available.

at that point, the sustainable advantage will

go only to the organisations that are best

able to exploit those commodities. This can

be achieved with evolved leadership, per-

sonnel organisations, doctrine, training,

and the ability to create and assimilate tech-

nologies within very short cycle times. all

this while, technology continues to evolve.

That is what the objective of Ne(x)t-centric-

ity should be.  

Given the short timeframes in

which information technology

leapfrogs from one level to

another, the earlier the 

individuals get to upgrade

their skills, the better

PhotograPh: uSaF
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T
he aDVeNT oF VarIoUs types

of surface ships acquiring 

the surface-to-surface missiles

launch capability as also the

conventional threat from the

incoming low level strike from aircraft at

sea, severely exposed the surface ships’ pri-

mary defence envelope. The close-in-

weapon system (CIws) had to be evolved to

counter such threats in the form of a fast-

reaction, rapid fire gun system as a termi-

nal defence against anti-ship missiles. CIws

was designed to engage anti-ship cruise

missiles and fixed-wing aircraft at short-

range to automatically search, detect, eval-

uate threat, acquire and track, fire and

destroy target. 

In the early years of development, Pha-

lanx emerged as a point defence, total

weapon system consisting of two 20mm

gun mounts which provided a terminal

defence against incoming airborne targets.

CIws as a total system is capable of auto-

matically engaging incoming anti-ship mis-

siles and high-speed, low-level aircraft

without assistance from other systems on

board. each gun mount houses a fire con-

trol assembly and a gun sub-system. The

fire control assembly comprises search

radar for surveillance and detection of hos-

tile targets and track radar for aiming the

gun while tracking a target. 

The gun sub-system employs a Gatling

gun consisting of a rotating cluster of six

barrels. The Gatling gun fires 20mm ammu-

nition at either 3,000 or 4,500 rounds per

minute with a continuous burst of 60 or

100 rounds. CIws has emerged as a main-

stay self-defence system, practically for

every class of ships to counter low-altitude

anti-ship cruise missiles (asCMs). as war-

fare areas moved from open oceans to lit-

toral waters, CIws has evolved to meet the

increasing dynamics of asCMs and poten-

tials of threat faced by the surface ships.

The development phase of CIws has tran-

sited, beginning with Block 0 to Block 1,

Block 1a, and Block 1B Phalanx surface

Mode, and finally Baseline 2C improve-

ments provide integrated multi-weapon

operations capability.

Barak Systems in Indian Context
Despite the most optimistic projections and

claims on India’s indigenous Integrated

Guided Missiles Development Programme,

akash and Trishul programmes for surface-

to-air missiles had failed to inspire full con-

fidence, even after often extended project

timelines. Trishul was eventually cancelled

entirely. Post-Kargil operations, lack of an

effective anti-missile defence (aMD) system

with the only aircraft carrier and most 

of the frontline Indian Navy warships

prompted India to procure Barak-I system

worth $300 million (`1,350 crore) in a

phased manner. Barak’s quick response

time, effectiveness against incoming missile

attack and its compact size makes it a for-

midable aMD system. Conversely though,

its current short-range is being viewed as a

tactical limitation, to serve the Indian Navy

only as an interim aMD solution. 

The Barak surface-to-air missile (saM)

system was designed to replace or comple-

ment gun-based CIws platforms, such as the

Phalanx with a flexible and longer range

saM. The missiles are mounted in an eight-

cell container, which requires less mainte-

nance and are launched vertically. The radar

system provides 360-degree coverage and

the missiles can bring down an incoming

missile as close as 500 metres away from the

ship. Barak is a supersonic, vertically

launched short-range air defence system,

with an operational range of about 10 km/6

miles. That pushes it past the standard

ranges of shoulder-launched options with

naval counterparts, like the MBDa Mistral/

simbad or saab Bofors’ rBs-70, but short of

other small vertical launch options like the

rIM-162 evolved sea sparrow. Its closest

western competitors on the international

market are raytheon’s horizontally launched

amero-German rIM-116 rolling airframe

Missile, and MBDa’s flexible Crotale VT-

1/NG. Main features of the system comprise

a compact eight cell vertical launching sys-

tem that weighs just 1,700 kg, along with an

equally compact 1,300 kg fire control sys-

tem. This makes it easier to install in small

ships and to retrofit into older warships. 

Between 2002 and 2006, Indian Navy

conducted 14 tests of the Barak-I aMD sys-

tem installed on its frontline warships.

while 12 were successful, two were unsuc-

cessful. The two test firings which failed

were due to human error and technical mal-

function, but not due to any systems fail-

ure. so far Barak-I has emerged as the best

aMD system for Indian Navy ships for pro-

tection against sea skimming missiles like

exocet and harpoon acquired by Pakistan

and others. Barak-I has been successfully

installed and proven on 11 Indian Navy

ships so far, including INs Viraat, destroyer

INs Mysore, Brahmaputra class frigates and

guided missile frigate INs Ganga. In addi-

tion, Mazagon Dock Ltd has also contracted

three Barak-I systems for shivalik class

stealth frigates being built by them. 

Barak-II
encouraged by the success and proven

track record of Barak-I, yet mindful of its

tactical limitations, India has decided to

launch two different programmes to induct

the new long-range Barak missiles. Indian

Navy has taken a long-term policy decision

to install only medium-long-range saM sys-

tems on future warships. This was necessi-

tated due to limitations of short-range

Barak-I system which is capable of provid-

ing effective aMD to a ship, but does not

offer the same commensurate layered

defence to battle group or the fleet. This

doctrine blends well with Indian Navy’s

long-term capability build up plan to oper-

ate three carrier battle groups beginning

with induction of INs Vikramaditya (ex

admiral Gorshkov). hence, the 2006 Barak-

Next Generation (NG) agreement to provide

a range of 60-70 km was conceived as an

upgraded version of a familiar Barak-I sys-

tem to augment India’s technological capa-

bilities and to meet Indian Navy ships’

requirements of long-range advanced saMs. 

In January 2007, after several rounds of

long and protracted negotiations, India and

Israel signed a $330 million (`1,485 crore)

deal to jointly develop an all new genera-

tion of the Barak saM, which has come to

be known as Barak-II or Barak (NG). It was

decided to replicate the successful model of

joint venture which yielded the excellent

Indo-russian PJ-10 BrahMos supersonic

cruise missile. accordingly, an agreement

was reached to jointly develop and produce

the long-range Barak aMD for both the

Indian and the Israeli defence forces. The

initial corpus estimated for the project was

about $350 million (`1,575 crore), of which,

IaI will finance 50 per cent. This joint ven-

ture is steered between the Defence

research and Development organisation

(DrDo), the Indian Navy and Israel aero-

space Industries (IaI). The project has been

designated as the long-range surface-to-air-

missile (LrsaM) to have a range of

70 km/43 miles.

The LrsaM will be based on the original

Barak-I and is expected to feature a more

advanced seeker, alongside range exten-

sions (up to 70 km) that will move it closer

to medium-range naval systems like the

rIM-162 evolved sea sparrow or even the

sM-2 standard. Israel successfully tested its

improved Barak-II missile on July 30, 2009.

The radar system provides 360-degree cov-

erage and the missiles could bring down an

incoming missile as close as 500 metres

away from the ship. The estimated cost of

each Barak system, comprising a missile

container, radar, computers and installa-

tion charges would be approximately $24

million (`108 crore). In May 2010, the Barak-

II missile was successfully test fired at an

electronic target and met its initial objec-

tives. The second test of the missile was to

be held in India. DrDo Chief V.K. saraswat

has claimed that more than 70 per cent of

the content in the missile being developed

with Israel would be indigenous. The Barak-

NG/ Lr-saM project is designed to give the

missiles a much longer reach, with the ulti-

mate objective of making it Indian Navy’s

primary saM system.

Barak-8
In July 2007, the counterpart project of

Barak-NG gained forward momentum with

an objective of developing a medium-range

saM (MrsaM) for use by the Indian army.

Both missiles would be called Barak-8. sub-

sequently, there were reports to suggest

Flexible and Long-Range

Between 2002 and 2006,

Indian Navy conducted 14

tests of the Barak-I AMD 

system installed on its 

frontline warships. While 12

were successful, two were

unsuccessful

The Barak surface-to-air missile system was designed to replace or complement gun-based close-in-weapon system 

platforms, such as the Phalanx. The missiles are mounted in an eight-cell container, which requires less maintenance

and are launched vertically.

PhotograPh: IaI



ing submarine fleet, the latter is to

acquire submarines and set up indige-

nous submarine building capability in

the long-term. If anything, delays in the

implementation of the perspective plan

have made the sLeP imperative.

l The current need (or crisis) must be

recognised as ‘extraordinary’ and there-

fore be treated differently. The existing

organisation, procedures and policies

may not deliver and therefore need to be

modified.

l Maintaining status quo is not an option.

with this backdrop, for the fast track

sLeP of the shishumar and sindhughosh

class submarines, the broad approach pro-

posed is as follows: 

Utilise expertise of original designers:

since we no longer have the luxury of learn-

ing by trial and error, the original submarine

designers (hDw and rubin) must be tasked

to undertake necessary measurements and

surveys to calculate the residual life of the

pressure hull, establish the current acoustic

envelope and ascertain the available weight,

power and cooling budgets. Based on these,

the designers need to propose a comprehen-

sive sLeP package. while the choice of

equipment and sensors could be our prerog-

ative, its integration into the platform,

resolving interface issues and guaranteeing

their performance should be the responsi-

bility of the designer.  

Utilise shipyards capacity of the origi-

nal designers: our shipyards either do not

have the capacity (MDL), proven expertise

(hindustan shipyard Ltd) or platform spe-

cific infrastructure (L&T, Pipavav, etc) to

undertake the fast track sLeP being envis-

aged. It may therefore be prudent to offload

the sLeP to yards in Germany and russia.

These yards not only have the expertise but

also spare capacity to undertake multiple

refits, simultaneously or near simultane-

ously, thereby compressing the delivery

timelines and turn around of submarines. 

Forward integration with next genera-

tion designs: Both hDw and rubin are

active contenders for Project 75(I), they

have the Type 212 and amur class on offer.

Thus our existing ssK and Kilo class sub-

marines post sLeP would be closer to the

next generation submarines. This approach

may also provide us with a certain bargain-

ing edge, sLeP and for Project 75(I). how-

ever, it is essential to make it amply clear

that undertaking the sLeP in their yards is

without prejudice to our freedom to short-

list any of the submarines in the market, for

project 75(I). 

Ensure fitment of only sea proven

equipment and sensors: as a policy we

must not permit fitment of any system/

equipment, indigenous or otherwise, which

has not been proven at sea. It should be clar-

ified to all concerned that this is an ‘opera-

tionally critical programme’ driven by very

tight time schedules and anything that may

jeopardise the combat effectiveness or

delivery schedule will not be accepted. The

decision-makers must be weary of vendors

and agencies/organisations who ‘nearly

ready’ or ‘promise to be made ready’ cate-

gory of equipment and systems. This is 

neither the time nor the occasion to prove

our ‘patriotism’ or display ‘commitment to

indigenisation’. 

Ensure substantial enhancement of

combat effectiveness: These platforms

will form the cutting-edge of our offensive

capabilities for the next 10 to 15 years.

They would be pitched against some of the

latest, state-of-the-art and contemporary

technologies and enemy platforms. There-

fore, post sLeP, these submarines must be

capable of holding ground against any plat-

form the adversary may throw at them.

while identifying appropriate upgrades is

a function best done by the current users,

the choice and scope of the upgradation/

modernisation package must also be driven

by the axiom ‘let best not be the enemy of

good’. It is not intended to suggest any spe-

cific equipment or system here as the pro-

fessional directorates are best suited to

decide the equipment upgradation and

modernisation package, in consultation

with the platform designers and yards

undertaking these sLePs. 

Establish a multidisciplinary, multi-

functional and empowered project team:

The irony of our procurement system and

process is that no one can ever be held

responsible for any delay, cost overrun or

degraded/suboptimal platform efficiency.

also, there are a plethora of ‘auditors’ who

have the authority to question each decision

(without offering any alternate) but will

never ‘loose sleep’ over a project gone

wrong, simply because they have no stake in

the end product or capability being acquired.

To mitigate this lacuna, it would be prudent

to form a multifunctional, multi-disciplinary

and empowered project team which would

be responsible for the project from concep-

tion to implementation. It should be a single

entity empowered to take timely decisions

and be unambiguously responsible for the

entire project. This team must have repre-

sentatives from all organisations/agencies

which have the ‘power’ to raise objections.

The team members responsible for project

control, coordination and monitoring the

implementation should be programme/

project managers by experience, qualifica-

tion and certification, not merely by virtue

of their assignment. 

This approach will firstly compress the

delivery timelines, secondly, ensure that

the upgradation and modernisation 

package is comprehensive rather than

piecemeal and finally, guarantee a pre-

established and guaranteed platform capa-

bility, post sLeP.  

Acquiring 209/212 Class Submarines 
To augment the grossly inadequate subma-

rine force levels, in addition to the sLeP pro-

gramme, we may also consider the

acquisition of improved 209 or 212 class

submarines from the open market; not-with-

standing the cost and maintainability issues.

Today there are submarines available off the

shelf (or nearly so) which are similar to the

shishumar class. In fact the upgradation/

modernisation package could be tailored so

that post sLeP, the similarity/commonality

of equipment between these and the

upgraded/ modernised submarines would

be substantially enhanced and thereby miti-

gate the maintainability issues to a large

extent. we have, in the past, acquired addi-

tional Kilo class submarines to augment the

submarine force levels. a similar procure-

ment of at least two additional platforms,

preferably the 212 class or a modified 209

Class, would provide the numbers and boost

our force levels.   

Therefore, the proposal to procure

upgraded 209 or the 212 Class submarines

as a stop gap arrangement to overcome 

the ‘clear and present danger’ of depleting

force levels must be considered seriously,

notwithstanding the likely high cost. 

Categorising Project 75(I) 
as ‘Make and Buy’
as mentioned earlier, platforms under proj-

ect 75(I) are unlikely to be available for oper-

ational deployment before 2020. one of the

reasons for this inordinate delay between

finalising the contract and the first subma-

rine being handed over to the Navy is that

submarine construction will commence only

once yard augmentation’ is complete. In case

a decision is taken to construct the first two

submarines at the designer’s yard, the deliv-

ery timelines can be compressed. This was

precisely the approach followed in the case

of construction of shishumar class sub-

marines at MDL. There is no reason not to

follow the same for Project 75(I). had this

been followed for Project 75, the current sit-

uation of depleting force levels may not have

been as severe as it is now. 

Act Fast
No nation can afford a gap of 30 years

between inductions of submarines; a

weapon platform whose optimum opera-

tional life span is about the same. The sit-

uation cannot be further compounded by

not keeping the available assets combat

worthy. The only way to counter the deplet-

ing submarine force levels is to firstly con-

ceive and execute the sLeP of existing

submarines in a time bound manner. sec-

ondly, augmenting the existing submarine

force levels with the purchase of up to two

submarines ‘off the shelf’ from the open

market must also be considered. and

finally, the delivery time of platforms under

Project 75(I) must be compressed. The

option to build the first two in the

designer’s yard and the next four at one or

two indigenous yards is a viable option. 
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that Israel’s sPYDer system was being con-

sidered to acquire mobile, short-range saM

systems for the army, based on the Python

and Derby air-to-air missiles in service with

its air Force and naval aircraft. These proj-

ects offered India a way forward to address

its critical air defence blanks and to

upgrade protection of vital and strategic

installations and assets.

In November 2009, a $1.1 billion

(`4,950 crore) contract was signed to sup-

ply an upgraded tactical Barak-8 air

defence system. The dual pulse rocket

motor for the saM was developed by

DrDo and the prototypes were supplied to

IaI for integration with IaI systems to

develop the complete missile. The other

variant of the LrsaM will be fielded by the

Indian air Force. along with the akash

saM, the LrsaM fills a longer range

requirement and both types will comple-

ment each other. each unit of the Mr-saM

would consist of a command and control

centre, acquisition radar, guidance radar,

and three launchers with eight missiles

each. IaI and its Israeli collaborators have

agreed to transfer all relevant technologies

and manufacturing capabilities to India to

indigenously produce and support the

LrsaM systems. 

a better comparison of Barak-8 would

be naval missiles like raytheon’s sM-2

Block IIIa and MBDa’s aster-15, or land-

based options like the Patriot. The Barak 8’s

active seeker would even give it a perform-

ance advantage over the sM-2, and corre-

spond more closely to the sM-6 currently

being developed by the Us. 

The naval Barak-8 reportedly maintains

its principle of using compact launchers

and systems and its range varying from 70-

120 km. Its ancillary capabilities will always

depend on the radar and combat system

on-board the launch ship. The Barak and

the Barak-8 missile systems are envisaged

as replacements for the ageing russian

osa-M and Volna rZ-31 missiles still being

operated by most of the Indian Navy ships.

The land-based Barak-8 air and missile

defence system includes several compo-

nents. The battle management, command,

control, communication and intelligence

centre is produced by the MBT Division of

IaI’s Missiles, systems, and space Group; it

offers both stand-alone operation for a sin-

gle fire unit, and joint task force coordina-

tion. rafael supplies the Barak-8 interceptor

missile, which remains vertically launched.

IaI eLTa systems Ltd supplies the land-

based multifunction surveillance, track and

guidance radar (MF-sTar), a rotating s-

band digital active electronic steering array

radar system that can deliver an accurate,

high quality arena situation picture, and

extract low radar cross section targets like

stealthy cruise missiles, even in the tough-

est environmental conditions. The naval

MF-sTar is expected to be part of Israel’s

next-generation missile frigates.  

Continued from page 2

The problem of depleting 

submarine force levels is well

understood by the ‘think tank’

and decision-makers, such

realisation though essential,

is neither sufficient nor a

guarantee that the problem at

hand will be resolved

Barak-8: Brief Specifications
a senior source at Israel aerospace Industries has informed that

the Barak-8 air-defence system will become operational in 2012.

Today, the system is in testing stage and several systems have

already been supplied to customers. The source revealed that

contracts worth $2 billion (`9,000 crore) have already been signed

with both international and local clients. 

Barak-8 is a land- or sea-based air-defence system designed

specifically for protection from attacking missiles, helicopters,

aircraft and munitions. This is a unique system that allows com-

munication between multiple batteries or ships that are remotely

deployed from each other. each Barak-8 command and control

unit can activate six launchers. The system is extremely robust

and gives the customer operational flexibility.

The main system building blocks are:

l advanced phased-array 3D multi-mission radar. The naval

version consists of four fixed walls located on the ship’s mast

and providing maximum continuous 360 degrees targets

detection; size and versatility depend on the size of the ship.

The ground version consists of a single rotating wall.

l The command and control unit, located in the ship’s combat

centre or in a mobile ground shelter, communicates with the

radar, the launchers and other systems. The system enables

collaboration by communication between a number of ships

cooperating in a maritime force, or ground batteries.

l Vertical launchers installed in the ship’s deck or on mobile

ground vehicles. each launcher holds eight Barak-8 missiles.

The launchers are small in size and in weight for small impact

on the carrying ship or ground vehicle.

l a dual-pulse rocket propelled missile with range of tens of

kilometres. The missile has an advanced active radar seeker

that provides advanced capabilities in targeting detection and

selectivity. Barak-8 is designed to engage multiple targets

simultaneously.

IaI also offers an extended range missile that is launched and

controlled from the same weapon system.  
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I
N oCToBer 2006, Lieutenant-General

wang Zhiyuan, Vice Chairman of the

science and Technology Committee in

the People’s Liberation army (PLa)

General armament Department stated,

“The Chinese army will study how to man-

ufacture aircraft carriers so that we can

develop our own. aircraft carriers are indis-

pensable if we want to protect our interests

in the oceans.” The russian media has

reported Chinese interest in acquiring russ-

ian su-33 carrier-borne fighters, a variant of

the su-27 already transferred to China. In

March 2007, a Chinese admiral of the PLa

Navy (PLaN) was quoted as saying that the

Chinese shipbuilding industry was carrying

out research and development (r&D) in air-

craft carrier construction and could be

ready to build such a vessel by 2010. 

as early as December 2008, China’s offi-

cial news agency Xinhua reported that

China’s Ministry of National Defence had

stated that aircraft carriers are “a reflection

of a nation’s comprehensive power.” In

March 2009, Chinese Defence Minister

Liang Guanglie was quoted in the media

stating that China no longer wanted to be

the only major global power without an air-

craft carrier. During april 2009, China’s

newspaper quoted China’s Navy Chief

admiral wu shengli, “The Chinese Navy

wanted to develop large combat warships,

stealth submarines with long-range capabil-

ity, supersonic cruise aircraft, more 

accurate long-range missiles, deep-sea tor-

pedoes and a general upgrade of informa-

tion technology were also in the pipeline.

wu was also quoted as stating that “the

Navy will establish a maritime defence 

system that corresponds with the need to

protect China’s maritime security and eco-

nomic development.” wu’s reference to

building large warships obviously indicated

the building of China’s own aircraft carrier. 

Major naval powers have aircraft carri-

ers for force projection, thus China adding

them to their inventory was only a question

of time. Japan does not have aircraft carri-

ers as the Japanese Government considers

them as an “offensive” weapon and against

Japan’s Constitution; article 9 of which pro-

hibits an act of war by the state. when

China acquires them then Japan might

review its policy. The Us has twice as many

aircraft carriers as the rest of the world

navies put together and China’s acquisition

of aircraft carriers will be to challenge the

Us’ might on the high seas. It would also

add to China’s power projection in the

backdrop of Taiwan, south China sea and

into the Pacific and Indian oceans. 

During the 1980s, the People’s Libera-

tion army concentrated on the land threat

from the soviet Far east and thus the navy

was not a priority. however, after the col-

lapse of the Ussr during 1991, China

diverted its attention towards south China

sea and Taiwan. as these areas involved use

of naval power thus China laid the blue

print for the modernisation of its Navy

which also included aircraft carriers.

China’s maritime doctrine included the

stand-alone employment of its navy and

joint operations with other services. The

first aspect included power projection and

the latter aspect was defensive in nature

but also included amphibious operations. 

Power projection: In order to achieve

its regional aspirations, China anticipated

an armed conflict in the south China sea

and Taiwan including amphibious opera-

tions. The scenario would expand rapidly if

the Us got involved and PLaN would also

have to engage enemy naval forces away

from the area of conflict. Thus both sea

control and sea denial were the twin

aspects which had to be included in China’s

future plans for modernisation. China aims

to exercise sea control within its inner line

of defence that comprises three straits i.e.

Bohai sea, Taiwan and Qiongzhout. out of

these, Bohai is the most important as it pro-

tects Beijing and northern China. The Tai-

wan strait is also important as it allows

PLaN access to the western Pacific. apart

from these, the south China sea is an area

of major concern for China. sea control can

only be achieved through air superiority

and thus the requirement of an aircraft car-

rier capability became more relevant to

China. The outer layer of China’s maritime

defence was to be covered by sea-denial. 

China’s grand design: supporters of

rMa believe that aircraft carrier battle

groups are becoming obsolete as they have

very high electromagnetic visibility and

thus are an easy target for precision-guided

munitions (PGMs) and cyber warfare. They

are also vulnerable to submarines and

mines. however, despite this logic, coun-

tries including India are going for aircraft

carriers. off and on there have been reports

on China’s grand plans of designing and

building an aircraft carrier. earlier some

officers of the PLa Navy projected the

requirement of an aircraft carrier but it was

not approved due to high cost or it may not

have been required in China’s grand design.

however, it was clear that a carrier borne

force would help China in laying claims on

the hydrocarbon deposits and other

resources in the south China sea. were

China to begin operating aircraft carrier

battle groups, the strategic equations in the

Taiwan strait and south China sea would be

changed permanently in its favour. The

presence of Chinese aircraft carriers would

cause red alert throughout east asia, espe-

cially in Japan and south-east asian capi-

tals. The Us would also have to review its

naval policy in the asia-Pacific region. on

June 7, 2011, PLa’s Chief of the General

staff Chen Bingde confirmed that China

was constructing its own aircraft carrier. 

China’s Aircraft Carrier Project
In 1992, Chinese authorities reportedly

authorised a programme for studying the

development of an aircraft carrier. In Janu-

ary 1993, Chinese political leaders decided

to step up their carrier programme but they

lacked the technology. so they decided to

plan the project in two phases.

Purchase of old aircraft carriers.
During the first phase, China planned to

buy decommissioned carriers in order to

study them. China like India is good at

reverse engineering but an aircraft carrier

is more complex. since 1985, China had

acquired four retired aircraft carriers for

study which included the australian hMas

Melbourne and the ex-soviet carriers Minsk,

Kiev and Varyag. 

HMAS Melbourne: Carrier design and

pilot training received a major boost in

1985 when a Chinese ship breaker company

acquired hMas Melbourne from australia.

The sale was not opposed as australia saw

China as a counter for the erstwhile soviet

Union. It was made to good use by PLaN as

the Chinese designers and engineers stud-

ied the ship in detail. They also used the

flight deck for preliminary pilot training for

takeoffs and landings. 

During 1975, the Ussr commissioned

Kiev, the first of a new class of 40,000-tonne

carriers, followed by Minsk (1978), Novo-

rossiysk (1982), and admiral Gorshkov

(1984) which was acquired by India. all four

carriers were decommissioned after the col-

lapse of the soviet Union in 1991.

Minsk: In 1995, Minsk and Novo-

rossiysk were sold to a south Korean firm

for scrapping. however, in June 1998,

Minsk was purchased by a Chinese firm.

Before the sale, the south Korean firm

stripped the warship of its armaments,

engines, and communication systems and

got a guarantee from China that the vessel

would not be used for military purposes.

The vessel was moved to shenzhen in sep-

tember 2000 to form the centrepiece of the

“Minsk world” theme park. 

Kiev: In May 2000, Kiev was purchased

by the Tianma shipbreaking Company in

Tianjin but did not scrap it and later on,

the Chinese company renegotiated with

China’s Aircraft
Carrier Project 
There is enough evidence to indicate that China is expected to have an operational carrier by 2015 which will use a 

ski ramp. There is also a possibility of China building two nuclear powered aircraft carriers though the veracity of 

these reports is questionable. 

PhotograPh: Defence.pk

The current progress of

China’s modernisation of

PLAN gives clear indications

of their future strategic 

aspirations

Varyag aircraft carrier



russia to allow the Kiev to be used for

tourism purposes. 

Varyag: Varyag was the second of the

67,500-tonne Kuznetsov class, which was

laid down in 1985 at the Nikolayev ship-

yards in the Ukraine. Kuznetsov class carri-

ers use conventional power, are capable of

accommodating fixed-wing aircraft, such as

su-27Ks and MiG-29Ks, and are equipped

with a ski jump. work on the Varyag was

abandoned at the beginning of 1992 follow-

ing the breakup of the soviet Union. The

Chinese Government expressed an interest

in buying the Varyag in 1992, but the sale

did not go through at that time. Finally,

China managed to purchase the incomplete

Varyag along with its blueprints. In Febru-

ary 2011, Ukraine sentenced a russian

national to six years in prison for stealing

secrets for China.  

Indigenous construction: Phase 2

involved the indigenous construction of an

aircraft carrier by China. China appeared

to have chosen to build an indigenous air-

craft carrier, rather than purchasing one

off-the-shelf. China’s long-term goal is to

acquire one or more aircraft carriers and

have an active programme for the develop-

ment of a design.

Acquisition of Designs
scanty information is available on China’s

efforts to acquire the designs. China tried

to acquire blueprints from empresa

Nacional Bazan of spain and may have

partly succeeded. russia’s Nevskoye Design

Bureau completed an aircraft carrier design

for China in the late 1990s to meet the Chi-

nese requirement but none of them dis-

closed any information. Unconfirmed

reports stated that a complete set of blue-

prints was obtained by China when it pur-

chased the decommissioned soviet aircraft

carrier Kiev. 

There is enough evidence to indicate

that China is expected to have an opera-

tional carrier by 2015 which will use a ski

ramp. In 2010, China had announced the

commencement of training of aircraft car-

rier pilots at the Dalian Naval academy.

Varyag was renamed the shi Lang after a

Chinese General took over Taiwan in 1681.

The thousand-foot-long carrier normally

carries a dozen navalised su-27s (called su-

33s), 14 Ka-27PL anti-submarine helicop-

ters, two electronic warfare helicopters and

two search and rescue helicopters. It can

also carry 2,500 tonnes of aviation fuel,

allowing it to generate 500 to 1,000 aircraft

and helicopter sorties. China is also devel-

oping its own version of the sukhoi 33, the

J-15 Flying shark. Logically, any country’s

navy should have a minimum of three air-

craft carriers so that two are always opera-

tional. It has now been reported that

China’s refitted aircraft carrier platform left

its shipyard at Dalian Port in north-east

China’s Liaoning Province on the morning

of august 10, 2011, for its first sea trial. It

is also reported that the trial is in line with

the carrier’s refitting schedule and will not

take long. The refitting work will continue

after the sea trial. There is also a possibility

of China building two nuclear powered air-

craft carriers though the veracity of these

reports is questionable. But the current

progress of China’s modernisation of PLaN

gives clear indications of their future strate-

gic aspirations.  

Indian Perspective
The Indian Navy has planned a three-carrier

force to cater to India’s security needs. INs

Viraat is already in service; the second one

is under construction at the Cochin ship-

yard Ltd; and the third, admiral Gorshkov

(INs Vikramaditya), is being imported from

russia. Indigenous aircraft carrier pro-

gramme has undergone many changes

including change of nomenclature from air

Defence ship to Indigenous aircraft Carrier

(IaC) Project 71. Indian Navy also plans to

build a second IaC which will be more capa-

ble than the current one under construction.

It may be closer to 50,000 tonnes with a

steam catapult. There were indications ear-

lier that the Navy may opt for the latest elec-

tromagnetic aircraft launch system. It is

clear that China has tried every possible

avenue to acquire technology to build an air-

craft carrier. They have been taking this

recourse for building up their defence

industry including nuclear power. The Chi-

nese see a powerful navy, capable of 

projecting power into the world’s oceans, as

an important tool to prevent China from

being “bullied” again by outside powers.

regrettably, India’s Defence research and

Development organisation (DrDo) or deci-

sion-makers have not displayed such grit

and determination for the modernisation of

India’s defence forces and the comparison

with China speaks loud and clear that

India’s aspirations on the world stage will

remain at best a wish list.  

Indian Navy’s Aircraft Carrier Plans
The Indian Navy at present has only one

aircraft carrier i.e. INs Viraat. however, 

two carrier task forces are required for

deploying in two geographically separated

locations.

Consequent to signing of supplemen-

tary agreements in March 2010, the russian

side has increased manpower and material

resources considerably for the project.

Thus as a consequence, the refit and mod-

ernisation work on the Vikramaditya is pro-

gressing well. Majority of the equipment/

systems have been installed on-board the

ship and the delivery of ship is scheduled

in December 2012.

Construction of the ship under IaC Proj-

ect 71 is being carried out at the Cochin

shipyard Limited (CsL), 75 per cent of hull

work has been completed and is expected

to be launched in December 2011, after

which further work will be undertaken prior

to commissioning. Meanwhile, augmenta-

tion of infrastructure at CsL is also under

way. Indigenous warship quality steel is

now available, which will reduce depend-

ence on foreign sources. 
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The Indian Navy has planned

a three carrier force to cater

to India’s security needs. 

INS Viraat is already in 

service; the second one is

under construction at the

Cochin Shipyard Ltd; and the

third, Admiral Gorshkov (INS 

Vikramaditya), is being

imported from Russia.
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T
he soUTh ChINa sea has great

strategic importance as it cov-

ers China and connects Indian

ocean with the Pacific ocean.

south China sea extends from

the strait of Malacca in the south-west to

the strait of Taiwan in the north-east. The

littoral or near littoral states include

China, Taiwan, Philippines, Malaysia,

Brunei, Indonesia, singapore, Cambodia,

Thailand and Vietnam. It is also one of the

world’s busiest international sea-lanes pro-

viding movement to almost 50 per cent of

the world’s oil tanker traffic and the

world’s merchant fleet’s tonnage through

its waters annually. It is the major route

for importing energy and exporting goods

for the east asian countries. singapore and

hong Kong have become major global eco-

nomic hubs. Conflicting territorial claims,

piracy, poaching and threat from terrorism

have become a matter of concern for all

sea-faring nations of the region. It also has

large amount of hydrocarbon resources

which has also escalated regional conflicts.

These concerns are increasing due to the

following reasons:

l The volume of shipping traffic is

increasing day by day

l safeguarding of exclusive economic

zone (eeZ) by the littoral states

l Increased threat of piracy due to the

large volume of maritime traffic 

l Terrorist threats

l Greater international scrutiny of ports

and shipping 

The narrow waters of the south China

sea are shared by many nations which

have very high population of about 500

million and that make convergence of

views on subjects like anti-terrorism meas-

ures, safe navigation, anti-piracy measures,

prevention of pollution, prevention of

human trafficking, eeZ, etc very difficult.

Coastal states like China, Indonesia,

Malaysia, singapore and international user

states like australia, India, Japan, and the

Us have diverse interests in the south

China sea and thus there is a difference of

opinion on the methods to achieve mar-

itime security in the region.

Exclusive Economic Zone(EEZ)
Coastal states like Indonesia, Malaysia, Viet-

nam and China want to protect their eeZ

which covers an area up to 200 nautical

miles (about 370 km) from the land mass. 

Freedom of Movement
International user states like australia,

India, Japan and the Us want freedom of

safe and secure movement for their mer-

chant and naval fleet through the region.

singapore is a coastal state with a very

small coastline but as it is a major global

economic hub, hence the convergence of

goals with other countries like the Us and

India regarding freedom of safe and secure

movement through the south China sea.

China 
China has a large coastline and extensive

eeZ claims. It is also emerging as a global

military and economic power. It has a large

requirement of energy, which is imported

and moves through south China sea. It also

is a major exporting country and owns a

large merchant fleet. Thus free access to

sea lines of communications in the south

China sea is of vital interest to China. 

Movement of voluminous maritime traffic

requires protection of the environment as

well as controlling pollution. safeguarding

individual maritime interests has also trig-

gered a naval arms race to modernise force

levels both for the Navy and the Coast

Guard. Movement of multinational dense

maritime traffic in the south China sea also

require a fresh look at the traditional idea

of ‘freedom of the seas for all’ to ‘manage-

ment of the seas’.  

United States
The Us interest in the south China sea is

based on maintaining its freedom of navi-

gation and global war on terrorism. what

has not been said but is understood is the

Us interest in China and Taiwan. south

China sea links the Pacific ocean and Indian

ocean and as such the Us uses it to move

their warships from the Pacific fleet for mil-

itary missions to the arabian sea and the

Persian Gulf. The route also connects close

allies of the Us like Japan to safely move

their energy needs from the Middle east.

however, the Us also follows a policy of

active neutrality, which implies that it will

remain neutral on local territorial disputes,

prevent use of force in settling them and

would not allow any actions which will

threaten peace in the region. such ‘active

neutrality’ is bound to move the Us on a

path of conflict with China and especially

when its Pacific Fleet is the largest naval

command in the world with 190 ships,

about 1,400 Navy and Marine Corps air-

craft, and 35 shore installations. 

The Us also maintains that terrorist

threat from the sea is as real as the threat

from land and air. Jamaah Islamiyah (JI) is

a menace in the region.  

The Bush administration had launched

three major international maritime secu-

rity initiatives i.e. the Container security

Initiative (CsI), the Proliferation security

Initiative (PsI), and the regional Maritime

security Initiative (rMsI). CsI and PsI are

applicable globally but rMsI is aimed spe-

cially for the strait of Malacca. a large

number of nations have accepted CsI but

there is great opposition to the other two.

India has got concerns of its own in joining

these initiatives.  

In contrast, rMsI has raised the hackles

of nations around the south China sea. The

initiative briefly involved high speed ves-

sels embarked with the Us special opera-

tions Forces to carry out interdiction.

Countries like Malaysia and Indonesia

summarily rejected the proposal of the Us

intervention and stated that they have

enough capability to manage on their own.

any interdiction carried out by foreign

troops in the Malacca straits will not be

accepted. The Us then offered the view

that their proposal has been misunder-

stood and it involved only the sharing of

intelligence. The Us Navy then started joint

anti-terrorism bilateral exercises with

other friendly countries in the region like

singapore and the Philippines in the south

China sea as an alternative. It also gave

them an excuse to make their presence in

the region.  

Japan
Japan has several vital interests in safe-

guarding the sea lanes of the south China

sea. It is a major player in international

trade and is the association of south east

asian Nations (aseaN) fourth trading part-

ner after China, the United states, and the

european Union. almost all of Japan’s oil

supply is imported from the Middle east

through the south China sea. It imports 99

per cent of its petroleum and 70 per cent of

its food by sea. ships carry 99 per cent of

Japanese exports by volume. Thus Japan

sees maritime security as an integral part of

its comprehensive security strategy.

Japan is a member of the PsI and has

been holding regular joint exercises. Japan

has also initiated its own proposal to com-

bat piracy and maritime terrorism threats

by having an ocean peacekeeping fleet to

conduct multinational naval and coast

guard patrols. This was generally opposed

by many south-eastern states. however,

singapore was most responsive. China

opposed the proposal because it felt that

this may be a cover by Japan to expand its

own naval presence make up for decline in

the Us Navy patrols and to counter China’s

control in south east asia.

however, two other proposals have

found favour. First is the establishment 

of the asia Maritime security Initiative

(aMarseCTIVe). This provides for regional

technical assistance and information shar-

ing. The second is the regional Coopera-

tion agreement on anti-Piracy in asia

(reCaaP) aimed at preventing and

responding to piracy and armed robbery

against ships as well as strengthening

cooperation among member countries in

the areas of information sharing, capacity

building and operations. Many countries

including India and China have ratified the

agreement. also Japan’s efforts in working

with other south China sea littoral states

to combat piracy and terrorism have gen-

erally been accepted.  

Tension Boils

Over the Narrow Waters
It is the major route for importing energy and exporting goods for the east asian countries. singapore and hong Kong

have become major global economic hubs. Conflicting territorial claims, piracy, poaching and threat from terrorism

have become a matter of concern for all sea-faring nations of the region. It also has large amounts of hydrocarbon

resources, which has also escalated regional conflicts.

The US also maintains that

terrorist threat from the sea 

is as real as the threat from

land and air

graPhIc: anoop Kamath
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Australia
Trade is the main reason for australia’s

interest in the sea routes and the south

China sea as its annual seaborne trade is

approximately more than $188 billion

(`8,46,000 crore) and North asia is its most

important regional trading partner. To cater

to the security aspects it has a Five Power

Defence arrangements to include New

Zealand, UK, Malaysia and singapore to

cater to defence of the latter two countries

against external aggression. 

India’s “Look East” Policy
Breakdown of the soviet Union and the end

of the Cold war triggered globalisation when

nations realised that encouraging interna-

tional trade and foreign investments could

generate wealth. historically, from the 16-

20th century, Indian migrants had gone to

the Malay archipelago to work in the colo-

nial plantations. Prime Minister Jawaharlal

Nehru tried to engage asia by supporting

anti-colonial struggles, advocating pan-

asianism. however, India’s strong alliance

with the soviet Union and border conflict

with China became an impediment in forg-

ing relations with south east asian coun-

tries. The concept of free market economy

was adopted by many countries and thus the

1990s saw rapid economic development in

some of the asian countries and especially

in south east asia. India’s ‘Look east’ policy

also started taking shape during this period,

after a huge balance of payments crisis

forced it to review its economic policy and

also to reassess its strategic outlook after

the collapse of the soviet Union. The process

involved the opening of economic and

strategic links with as many south east

countries as possible. It would also generate

employment for India’s large trained man-

power. The task was not easy as India had

neglected the region for long and had pow-

erful nations like China, the Us and the euro-

pean Union to compete. The strong defence

cooperation between Pakistan and China

was also another factor to be considered.

Until now, India had links with only coun-

tries from the communist bloc like Vietnam,

Laos and Cambodia.

India’s aspiration is to have an impor-

tant place in the larger asia-Pacific region

both economically and militarily. India is

trying to achieve this by engaging countries

in the region to establish bilateral relations.

one advantage India has in this regard is

that India has no dispute with any other

country except China. The other strategy

was to seek partnership status with  aseaN.

Thus India became a sectoral Dialogue Part-

ner of aseaN in 1992; a Full Dialogue Part-

ner in 1995; joined the aseaN regional

Forum (arF) in 1996; became a full summit

Partner of aseaN in 2002; acceded to

aseaN’s Treaty of amity and Cooperation

40 in 2003; and in 2004, signed an agree-

ment with aseaN to promote peace,

progress and shared prosperity. 

Naval Diplomacy
India also started a series of joint naval

exercises to establish its presence in the

south China sea in the early days of the

“Look east” policy, starting with Indonesia

(1991), Malaysia (1991), and singapore

(1993). In 2001, India held separate bilateral

exercises in the south China sea with the

Vietnamese and south Korean navies. sin-

gapore has signed an agreement on military

cooperation with India and conducts exer-

cises regularly with India. similar bilateral

defence agreements have also been signed

with Malaysia, singapore, Laos and Indone-

sia.  other countries like Thailand have also

developed closer ties. 

Vietnam
Vietnam is an important country in the

south China sea which has dispute with

China over oil-rich spratly islands in the

south China sea. In fact things came to a

boil when Vietnam recently conducted “rou-

tine” drills held about 40 km off Central

Quang Nam province, which is outside the

disputed area. Chinese state media has

denounced the exercises as a military show

of force to defy Beijing but omitted the rea-

son for this which was an unprovoked

attack on a Vietnamese survey ship. The

Vietnam Navy also carried live naval bar-

rage which went on for about four hours.

The Philippines, Malaysia, Brunei and Tai-

wan also have rival claims in the area. The

International user states like

Australia, India, Japan and

the US want freedom of safe

and secure movement for

their merchant and naval fleet

through the region

Continued on page 13

US and Chinese Military Chiefs Meet
Us admiral Mike Mullen and his Chinese counterpart Chen Bingde have held what they

call “candid” talks about territorial disputes in the south China sea and other con-

tentious issues in the Chinese capital Beijing, in July this year. The talks were meant

to improve relations after setbacks because of the Us arms sales to Taiwan, cyber

attacks traced to China and tensions in the south China sea. But the indications are

that those tensions remain. General Chen condemned the recent joint military exer-

cises between the Us and two countries that are in the midst of tense maritime dis-

putes with China. Chen says that although the Us says that it is not willing to intervene

in the disputes over the oil and gas-rich south China sea, it is sending the opposite

signal to the world through its military drills with Vietnam and the Philippines. he

admits that the Us has done it before, but says it is extremely inappropriate to do it

at this time. admiral Mullen responded, saying that the Us would continue to conduct

military exercises with its allies in the region. “The Us has had its presence in the asian

and Pacific regions for decades. we have had exercises with our allies and friends in

this part of the world for decades and we will continue to do that,” Mullen said. he

added that the Us is, and will remain, a Pacific power. But Mullen said that the regional

and global challenges facing the Us and China, are too large and too vital to be blocked

by the misunderstandings. 

Clinton Welcomes South China Sea Guidelines
The Us secretary of state hillary rodham Clinton attended the aseaN ministerial meet-

ing in Indonesia on July 22, 2011, and met her Chinese counterpart, Foreign Minister

Yang Jiechi. she welcomed a draft agreement between China and aseaN, aimed at

defusing tensions over disputed waters of the south China sea.  
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NDIaN NaVaL shIP (INs) satpura, the

second indigenously designed and

constructed stealth frigate of the shiv-

alik class, built by Mazagon Dock 

Limited (MDL), Mumbai, was commis-

sioned into the Indian Navy by the Chief of

the Naval staff, admiral Nirmal Verma on

august 20.

The ceremony was marked with a Guard

of honour. The Chairman and Managing

Director (CMD), MDL, Vice admiral (retd)

h.s. Malhi addressed the gathering which

was followed by the Commanding officer

Captain sharath Mohan reading out the com-

missioning warrant. The National Flag and

Naval ensign were hoisted along with the

commissioning pennant on-board the ship.

satpura is armed with a formidable array

of surface, sub-surface and air defence

weapons. These include long-range anti-ship

missiles, anti-aircraft missiles and anti-mis-

sile defence systems, which can detect and

engage the enemy at extended ranges,

thereby giving it significant combat power.

The weapon-sensor fit of satpura is con-

trolled through a combat management sys-

tem, designed and developed by the Indian

Navy and manufactured by Bharat electron-

ics. The system allows the seamless integra-

tion of the ship’s systems as well as with the

weapons and sensors of other fleet ships,

thus enabling the concept of ‘cooperative

engagement capability’.  The ship carries two

multirole helicopters to provide enhanced

surveillance and attack capability.

This class of ships will be the mainstay

frigates of the Indian Navy in the first half

of the 21st century. The incorporation of

new design features on-board effectively

reduces the probability of it being detected

at sea. The in-built, structural, thermal and

acoustic stealth features augment the potent

capability of the ship to address threats in

all dimensions of maritime warfare.

The ship is propelled by two modern LM

2500 gas turbine, which enable it to gener-

ate speeds in excess of 30 knots (55 kmph),

and two seMT Pielstic diesel engines for

normal cruising speeds. The ship’s electric

power is provided by four diesel alterna-

tors, which together produce four

megawatts of power, enough to light up a

small town. The power generation and dis-

tribution on-board is controlled through an

‘automated power management system’.

The ship is also equipped to operate in

an environment contaminated by nuclear,

biological or chemical agents. The state-of-

the-art total atmospheric control system

ensures filtration of the air going into the

ship at all times. In addition, it ensures the

complete removal of radioactive, chemical

or biological impurities, thereby protecting

the crew and ship-borne systems.

The accommodation for 35 officers and

250 crew members of the ship incorporates

advanced ergonomic design and ensures

crew comfort and space management.

speaking on the occasion, admiral Nir-

mal Verma said, “with this landmark step,

we have come a step closer towards reali-

sation of our long cherished dream of

being self-sufficient in warship production.

This dream has been relentlessly pursued

over the last four decades, since we first

undertook the production of indigenously

designed warships. we fully realise and are

conscious of our responsibility to the

global maritime community to ensure the

safety of the international shipping lanes

that crisscross our regions of interest. 

Consequently, the Indian Navy remains

committed to ensuring the security of sea-

farers in our region. India’s destiny to take

her rightful place amongst the top

economies of the world is inextricably

linked with ensuring unhindered global

trade in a secure maritime environment. I

believe that with the commissioning of INs

satpura, we are taking another decisive

stride in this direction today.”

he added that this new addition to the

Indian Navy, with its sleek, stealthy and

majestic appearance, is a generation ahead

of earlier indigenous designs and can com-

pete favourably with the latest and most

advanced designs in the world. This speaks

volumes of the expertise and technological

prowess that our designers and shipbuilders

today possess. The level of technological

advancement achieved in our indigenous

shipbuilding capability is indeed heartening.

he congratulated the Chairman and

Managing Director of MDL and his staff for

the many improvements undertaken over

the first ship of this class. he also congrat-

ulated the Director General Naval Design

and his team of ship designers and the war-

ship Production superintendent, Mumbai,

for the meticulous coordination in the

entire building process and trials.

other dignitaries present at the com-

missioning ceremony were the Flag officer

Commanding-in-Chief, western Naval Com-

mand, Vice admiral D.K. Joshi and Defence

secretary shashi Kant sharma. 

Indigenously

Designed Warship
Chief of the Naval staff, admiral Nirmal Verma commissioned satpura, the second stealth frigate of the shivalik class,

into the Indian Navy 

PhotograPhS: Indian Navy



T
he Us Navy has lifted its secrecy orders on

images of Ghost, the first super-cavitating

stealth craft developed by Juliet Marine systems

(JMs). Ghost is a combination of aircraft and boat that

has been designed to fly through an artificial under-

water gaseous environment that creates 900 times

less hull friction than water. The Ghost technology

adapts to manned or unmanned, surface or sub-

merged applications.

Navy having Ghost technology can operate in

international waters undetected and would have an

overwhelming advantage against conventional ships.

Ghost is specifically designed for fleet force protec-

tion at its present size. Ghost technology is scalable

and JMs is currently discussing a plan to build a

larger Corvette-sized vessel (150 feet) by partnering

with an international defence company. The Us Navy

could reduce its naval footprint and financial expo-

sure by deploying a squadron of Ghosts from Bahrain,

which would free up larger assets, such as destroyers

and cruisers, saving costs in manpower and mainte-

nance. Ghost is ideal for piracy patrols and could be

sea-based to provide protection from pirate attacks.

The world-wide shipping industry could be provided

with substantial fuel savings using JMs hull friction

reduction super-cavitation. 

Juliet Marine's President and Ceo Gregory sancoff

has stated, "The piracy problem is not going away, the

pirates are becoming more sophisticated. with the suc-

cess of each hijacking, there is more money available

to pirates through payment of ransoms to purchase

better equipment, larger ships, and better weapons." 

a squadron of Ghosts would not be detectable to

seeking enemy ship radar and sensors. Ghost can carry

thousands of pounds of weapons, including Mark 48

torpedoes and would be virtually unstoppable. The

Ghost platform and technology could reduce the need

for littoral combat ship (LCs) completely with the capa-

bility to travel long distances and conduct the same

missions. Ghost could make LCs a defensible platform

for combat. Ghost is specifically designed to be sea-

based in squadrons from a larger ship that would act

as home base for the security patrols and could be

placed offshore close to the area of operations. sancoff

stated, "sea-basing is the best means for conducting

pirate patrols. If Ghost is land-based, this would pres-

ent a host of international treaty issues and additional

security needs."

The Us Navy compares Ghost to an attack helicop-

ter with regard to its capabilities for force protection.

Ghost can deliver forces to any beach location quickly

and quietly with enough weapons to conduct a hot

extraction. Ghost is designed to provide military game

changing advantages for the Usa.  

F I r s t  /  t e c K N o W
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T
extron systems advanced systems, an operating

unit of Textron systems, recently announced that

its common unmanned surface vessel (CUsV) has

successfully completed the supervision of unmanned

vehicles mission management by interactive teams

(sUMMIT) demonstration sponsored by the office of

Naval research (oNr). During the 10-day demonstration,

the CUsV executed littoral combat ship (LCs) mine coun-

termeasure missions as commanded by the sUMMIT

software-based management system.

“This event brought together many promising tech-

nologies for evaluation under relevant operational sce-

narios,” says Donald hairston, Textron systems

advanced systems senior Vice President and General

Manager. “our CUsV exceeded 90 per cent mission avail-

ability during the exercise, and more importantly,

demonstrated its ability to integrate seamlessly with

naval assets to perform critical mine countermeasure

missions safely and efficiently.

“our CUsV incorporates a reconfigurable payload

bay, as well as an open architecture utilising commer-

cial, off-the-shelf components.That has allowed us to

easily integrate new payloads and capabilities to effec-

tively execute the many mission profiles required for

these various events,” hairston added.

Textron systems plans to demonstrate the CUsV next

during the second phase of Trident warrior 2011 in

october in Norfolk, Virginia. 
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The Ghost
The Ghost is a revolutionary proprietary technology vessel platform that will assure force protection through stealth fighter/attack 

capabilities along with integrated situation awareness. These vessels would create a protective fleet perimeter, providing a sensor 

and weapons platform, allowing no surface or sub-surface intrusions.
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Common Unmanned Surface Vessel
Textron systems’ CUsV excels during sUMMIT demonstration

Us has also expressed concern about China’s rising naval

ambitions matched with its growing sea power. 

India’s ties with Vietnam were greatly strengthened in

2000 following the visit of the Indian Defence Minister fol-

lowed by periodic exchange of military delegations and

joint naval exercises. Vietnam contracted to purchase six

diesel-powered Kilo class submarines from russia in 2009

with the aim of countering China’s military build-up in the

south China sea. India is also helping Vietnam build its sub-

marine fleet expertise as India also holds russian sub-

marines. India can also provide technical support in many

areas. Defence Minister a.K. antony during a visit to Viet-

nam in 2010 had assured India’s support to “enhance and

upgrade” the capabilities of the Vietnamese armed forces

in general and the Navy in particular. China has been

improving its presence in the Indian ocean region and

strong relations with Vietnam could be an important check-

mate in case of a future conflict in the region. India has also

planned to hold a joint army exercise with the Vietnamese

army and give their soldiers two months’ training at the

Counter-Insurgency and Jungle warfare school in Mizoram.

To further strengthen the ties, Vietnam’s Navy Chief and

Deputy Minister Vice admiral Nguyen Van hien visited

India in June and met admiral Nirmal Verma and discussed

security challenges in the Indian ocean region, apart from

the scope for expanding defence cooperation between the

two countries. he also discussed the possibilities of India’s

help to build capacities of the Vietnamese Naval Force. he

also met the Defence Minister and other service Chiefs, and

visited selected naval formations and shipyards. 

India’s maritime aspirations are aptly put across in its

current maritime doctrine which states that “the Indian

maritime vision for the first quarter of the 21st century

must look at the arc from the Persian Gulf to the strait of

Malacca as a legitimate area of interest.” For this, it has to

have a strong economic and military (navy) presence in

the Indian ocean region including the south China sea. It

also has to reach out to the countries of the region in a

manner so that strong bilateral ties are developed.  

Continued from page 11
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INDIA, MOZAMBIqUE AGREE TO 
COOPERATE ON MARITIME SECURITy
During the delegation level talks between

the visiting Minister of National Defence of

the republic of Mozambique Filipe Jacinto

Nyussi and Defence Minister a.K. antony;

India and Mozambique have agreed to work

together on the issue of maritime security

so as to make the Indian ocean a safe

region for maritime trade. Nyussi thanked

India for the help rendered by the Indian

Navy in the rescue of a Mozambican ship-

ping vessel from pirates off the Mozambi-

can coast last year. The issue of piracy off

the east Coast of africa prominently fig-

ured during talks between the two leaders.

Various bilateral issues were also discussed

and a number of fresh areas for coopera-

tion were identified to enhance and

strengthen the existing bilateral relations.

Mozambican Defence Minister also met the

Chief of Naval staff, Chief of army staff

General and the Vice Chief of the air staff.

he also visited other important military

establishments during his visit. 

INDIAN NAVy-COAST GUARD 
COORDINATED RESCUE OPERATION

The Indian Navy and the Indian Coast

Guard together rescued about 30 crew

members comprising Indonesians, Jordani-

ans and romanian of MV rak Carrier

recently. Coast Guard operations Centre,

Mumbai, received information from Mum-

bai vessel traffic management system

(VTMs) regarding flooding of bulk carrier

MV rak Carrier, a Panama flag registered

vessel, approximately 20 nautical miles

west of Mumbai harbour, at about 0725 hrs

on august 4, 2011. The ship was on voyage

from Indonesia to Port Dahej, Gujarat, car-

rying 60,054 tonnes of coal. The operations

Centre diverted Coast Guard ship samudra

Prahari on patrol off Mumbai and eTV smit

Lumba to render assistance to the dis-

tressed ship. MV stella sailing off Mumbai

was also diverted to assist MV rak Carrier.

Meanwhile, sea King helicopter of the

Indian Navy and Chetak helicopter of the

Indian Coast Guard were prepared for

search and rescue operation and were air-

borne by 0815 hrs. In a well-coordinated

joint operations between the Indian Navy

and Indian Coast Guard (ICG), the two heli-

copters promptly rescued these crew mem-

bers by winching them and landed them on

board MV CGa CGM PUGeT, a container

ship, which was anchored off Mumbai,

before returning to rescue the others

stranded onboard. subsequently, all 30

crew comprising of Indonesians, Jordanians

and romanians were airlifted by the two

helicopters and ferried across to the heli-

copter base INs shikra. 

MV rak Carrier was reported sunk in the

reported position and navigational warning

was issued to Mariners. ICGs samudra Pra-

hari remained in the area to monitor any

likely oil spill. on august 6, 2011, oil was

observed leaking from the sunken vessel at

an approximate rate of 1.5-2 tonnes per

hour. samudra Prahari on patrol immedi-

ately responded and used oil spill dispersant

(osD) to neutralise spilled oil. operation

‘Paryavaran suraksha- 2/2011’ was launched

by the Coast Guard. Continuous aerial recon-

naissance indicated spread of oil up to seven

nm from the sunken vessel. ICGs sankalp

was pressed into service for augmenting oil

spill response in area. 

simultaneously, coastal authorities were

advised to maintain a strict vigil and pre-

pare for contingency. state authorities were

advised to direct fishermen to refrain from

fishing in the vicinity of affected area.

Three ICG teams comprising 30 personnel

were deployed for assisting Brihanmumbai

Municipal Corporation, Maharashtra Pollu-

tion Control Board and state authorities in

analysing the affected areas and taking

appropriate remedial actions.

Coast Guard ships samudra Prahari and

sankalp continued to engage in pollution

response (Pr) operation. In order to neu-

tralise peripheral oil patches, ICGs amrit

Kaur and Varuna were also pressed into

action to combat oil spill. a Dornier aircraft

of the CG was also deployed for Pr opera-

tion from Daman. Coast Guard helicopter

undertook aerial assessment of the extent of

oil pollution at sea/along coast on a contin-

uous basis. ships sprayed osD in heavily

affected areas to neutralise oil patches and

to bring the situation under control. In addi-

tion, CG Dornier aircraft was also launched

in pollution response mode to spray osD in

area which was not approachable by ship. 

INDIAN NAVy APPREhENDS hIJACKED
MV NAFIS-1

In a swift action in the arabian sea on

august 14, 2011, the Indian Navy  appre-

hended a hijacked cargo vessel MV Nafis-1,

approximately 170 nm north-west of Mum-

bai. Nine crew members were detained and

automatic weapons/arms were recovered.

The 500-tonne general cargo vessel was

detected on august 12 at a distance of

about 250 nm (480 km) by an Indian Navy

maritime reconnaissance aircraft, IL 38 sD,

while on a surveillance mission in the east

arabian sea. The vessel was thereafter kept

under continuous surveillance by the Indian

Navy aircraft. INs Mysore was tasked to

intercept the vessel, which arrived in the

vicinity of MV Nafis-1 by august 13.

Notwithstanding the adverse weather con-

ditions and rough seas with wave heights of

the order of 12-15 feet, INs Mysore swiftly

launched two helicopters with Marine Com-

mandoes (MarCos) to embark the vessel.

overwhelmed by the swift action, the crew

did not pose any resistance and were appre-

hended and moved to INs Mysore. subse-

quent search of the vessel revealed

automatic weapons. subsequently, MV

Nafis-1 was towed to Porbandar, where the

crew and ship was handed over to the local

police and other investigating agencies. 

MV Nafis-1 was reportedly drifting for

over 20 days after a machinery breakdown

at sea. The vessel may have been hijacked

and was suspected to be employed for

smuggling contraband. The crew comprised

five Yemenis, two Tanzanians, one Kenyan

and one somalian.

BOEING P-8A POSEIDON COMPLETES
FIRST FLIGhT

The first Boeing P-8a Poseidon production

aircraft completed its first flight from ren-

ton Field and landed at Boeing Field in seat-

tle. The P-8a is the first of six low-rate

initial production (LrIP) aircraft Boeing is

building for the Us Navy as part of a $1.6

billion contract awarded in January. The

successful flight marked LrIP-1’s comple-

tion of final assembly in the company’s

renton factory and transition to mission

system installation and checkout in seattle.

Boeing will deliver LrIP-1 to the Navy next

year in preparation for initial operational

capability, which is planned for 2013. The

Us Navy plans to purchase 117 of the Boe-

ing Next-Generation 737-based P-8a anti-

submarine warfare, anti-surface warfare,

intelligence, surveillance and reconnais-

sance aircraft to replace its P-3 fleet. a

derivative of the Next-Generation 737-800,

the Poseidon is built by a Boeing-led indus-

try team that includes CFM International,

Northrop Grumman, raytheon, spirit

aerosystems, Bae systems and Ge aviation.

The Indian Navy is also acquiring cus-

tomised version of the Poseidon, called P-8I

with a follow-up order for four more.

US DEFENCE SECRETARy ROBERT M.
GATES RETIRES 

at the armed Forces Farewell Tribute on the

Pentagon’s parade field, Us Defence secre-

tary robert M. Gates thanked President

George w. Bush for nominating him for the

job in 2006 and President Barack obama for

retaining him in it despite the change in

administration in 2009. he is the only man

to thank two Presidents for the privilege of

serving as secretary of Defense. at the cere-

mony, obama praised Gates’ bipartisanship

and awarded him the Presidential Medal of

Freedom—the highest award the President

can confer to a civilian. Gates said that his

service as secretary of Defense has been the

greatest honour and privilege of his life, and

for that he will always be grateful. 

ThALES SONAR ExCELS
a royal Navy Merlin helicopter squadron,

equipped with Thales’s folding light

acoustic system (FLash) active dipping

sonar system, has played a vital role in a

multinational anti-submarine warfare (asw)

NaTo exercise in the Mediterranean. The

Merlin’s acoustic sub-system comprises the

FLash dipping sonar, combined with a son-

ics sub-system for sonobuoy processing.

FLash is the royal Navy’s principal air-

borne sensor system for asw and also

equips the Us Navy Mh60-r asw helicop-

ters, French, Norwegian and swedish NFh90

helicopters and the Uae’s Cougar helicop-

ters. Designed for deep and shallow water

asw operations and proven in worldwide

littoral environments, the FLash sonar is

dipped into the water by winch to locate

submarine targets. 

ARMED GUARDS FOR MERChANT ShIPS
a trade group for security professionals

has stated that shipping companies are

turning to guards armed with aK-47 assault

rifles to protect vessels from pirates, after

a record numbers of attacks last year added

$2.4 billion to the costs. average ransom

payments jumped from $1,50,000 in 2005

to $5.4 million in 2010. about 20 per cent

of the ships operating in the Indian ocean

and the Gulf of aden will use armed guards

within the next 18 months, up from the 

current 12 per cent. This was stated by

Peter Cook, spokesperson for the security

association for the Maritime Industry in

London after a presentation by the newly

created group.

FINCANTIERI DELIVERS TWO VESSELS TO
KENyAN NAVy

Fincantieri has delivered two vessels, Nyayo

and Umoja, to the Kenyan Navy after mid-

life refitting. Fincantieri won the contract

after a stiff competition in 2008. Classified

as fast attack craft, the Nyayo and Umoja

were built at the British shipyards Vosper

Thornycroft and delivered in 1988. The

work carried out on both vessels by Fin-

cantieri included reconstruction of the hull,

maintenance of the engines, reduction

gears and shaft lines, work on the pro-

pellers, the electrical and automation plant,

and complete replacement of all the com-

mand and control equipment, etc. 

RAyThEON GETS CONTRACT 
raytheon has been awarded a $5,78,65,770

contract modification for the production of

90 Block 1 MK-44 Mod 2 rolling airframe

missile (raM) guided-missile and 40 ord-

nance alteration kits. The raM guided mis-

sile weapon system is co-developed and

co-produced under a NaTo cooperative

programme between the Us and the Federal

republic of Germany. raM is a missile sys-

tem designed to provide anti-ship missile

defence for multiple ship platform. 

BOEING EA-18G GROWLERS COMPLETE
FIRST COMBAT DEPLOyMENT

News in Brief
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Boeing ea-18G Growlers operated by the Us

Navy electronic attack squadron VaQ-132

returned to their home base at Naval air

station whidbey Island, washington, after

completing an eight-month deployment

that included combat operations in the Us

Central Command and africa Command.

additional ea-18Gs are deployed with elec-

tronic attack squadron VaQ-141 aboard the

Uss George h.w. Bush aircraft carrier,

marking the aircraft’s first sea-based

deployment. The ea-18G is the only air

combat platform that delivers full-spec-

trum airborne electronic attack capability

along with the targeting and self-defence

capabilities derived from the Navy’s front-

line fighter, the F/a-18e/F Block II super

hornet. It is replacing the Navy’s current

aea platform, the ea-6B Prowler, which has

been in service since 1971. 

INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS FOR DCNS
WITh ThE BPC  
DCNs has signed a contract with russian

defence export agency rosoboronexport

under the Franco-russian inter-governmen-

tal agreement of January 25 for the supply

of four Mistral/BPC-type force projection

and command vessels. The contract signed

now calls for two Mistral/BPC ships and

associated services including initial logis-

tics, training, and the transfer of technolo-

gies. For this contract, DCNs will act as

prime contractor and will also integrate the

operations direction and communication

systems. The shipbuilding of platforms will

be subcontracted to the sTX shipyard at

saint-Nazaire in western France assisted by

russian shipbuilder osK. a subcontract has

been signed by sTX and osK. The first ship

will be delivered to russia in 2014, three

years after the contract came into force.

The second BPC will be delivered in 2015.

on the international market, this ship is

known as a landing helicopter dock or land-

ing helicopter docks (LhD). 

TELEDyNE AWARDED $383 MILLION
SWCS CONTRACT
Teledyne Technologies Incorporated has

announced that its subsidiary, Teledyne

Brown engineering was awarded a contract

from the Us special operations Command

(UssoCoM) to design, develop, test, manu-

facture and sustain the shallow water com-

bat submersible (swCs), a replacement

system for the current seaL delivery vehicle.

The contract, including all options, is valued

at $383 million. Teledyne Brown success-

fully developed a full-scale interior mockup

of the swCs vehicle, provided hull-form

models and a demonstration of the system’s

functionality under a Phase one Critical Item

Development Contract awarded in october

2010. The swCs system is a manned combat

submersible vehicle specifically designed to

insert and extract special operation Forces

in high threat areas. 

PENTAGON CONTRACTS FOR NORThROP
GRUMMAN 
Northrop Grumman systems Corporation

has been awarded a $760 million contract

modification to a previously awarded firm-

fixed-price contract for the manufacture

and delivery of five low-rate initial produc-

tion (LrIP) e-2D advanced hawkeye (ahe)

aircraft, including associated non-recurring

support. In addition, this modification pro-

vides for long lead materials and related

support for five LrIP e-2D ahe aircraft.

work is expected to be completed by May

2015. another $34 million modification has

been made to a previously awarded fixed-

price incentive-fee contract for the procure-

ment of one additional e-2D advanced

hawkeye low rate initial production. work

is expected to be completed in July 2013.

LOCKhEED MARTIN TEAM BEGINS 
CONSTRUCTION OF NExT LCS FOR US

a Lockheed Martin-led industry team has

begun construction on the nation's fifth Lit-

toral Combat ship (LCs) at Marinette

Marine. The team plans to deliver LCs 5, the

future Uss Milwaukee, to the Us Navy in

2014. The industry team recently received

approval for full production of LCs 5 after

finishing a successful review with the Navy

that demonstrated the team's ability to

begin construction based on production

readiness criteria including design comple-

tion, staffing and material readiness. 

LCs 5 is the first of 10 Freedom-variant

ships awarded to Lockheed Martin by the

Navy in December 2010. Marinette Marine

Corporation, a Fincantieri company, will con-

struct the 10 ships in Marinette, wisconsin,

and naval architect Gibbs & Cox will provide

engineering and design support. The indus-

try team's supplier base includes more than

700 companies in 43 states, and the pro-

gram could generate as many as 16,000 jobs

nationwide at its peak in 2014.  

13-16 september

DSEi - Defence and Security Equipment 

International

exCeL, London, UK

www.dsei.co.uk

20-22 september

Offshore Patrol Vessels

InterContinental hotel, hamburg,

Germany 

www.OffshorePatrolVessels.com

20-23 september

Maritime Reconnaissance and Surveillance

Courtyard by Marriott rome Central

Park, rome, Italy

www.maritimerecon.com

28-29 september

International Port Security

Inntel hotels rotterdam Centre, 

rotterdam, Netherlands

www.smi-online.co.uk/port-secu-

rity7.asp

26-29 october 

Marine Week 2011 

BeXCo, Busan, republic of Korea

www.marineweek.org

7-9 November

2nd Maritime homeland Security Summit

Venue to be confirmed, san Diego,

Ca, Usa

www.maritimehssummit.com/Event.

aspx?id=557640

>> SHOW CALENDAR

FLAG APPOINTMENTS
Admiral Nirmal Verma now Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee

Chief of the Naval staff admiral Nirmal Verma took over as the Chairman, Chiefs of

staff Committee (CosC) on July 29. he received the baton of Chairman, CosC from

outgoing Chief of the air staff air Chief Marshal P.V. Naik in a brief ceremonial func-

tion at south Block. 

– Vice admiral r.K. Dhowan, Deputy Chief of Naval staff, has been appointed as Vice

Chief of Naval staff.

– Vice admiral satish soni, officer on special Duty to CNs, has been appointed as

Deputy Chief of Naval staff.

– Vice admiral s.P.s. Cheema, Controller Personnel service, has been appointed as

Deputy Chief of Integrated Defence staff (Perspective Planning & Force Develop-

ment).

– rear admiral r.K. Pattanaik, Flag officer Doctrines and Concept, has been appointed

as Contoller Personnel services, on promotion to the rank of Vice admiral.

– rear admiral M.T. Moraes, Flag officer submarines, has been appointed as assistant

Chief of Naval staff (submarines).

– Captain srikant, Commanding officer INs Delhi, on promotion, has been appointed

as Flag officer submarines.

– Commodore ashok Kumar, osD to Fo C-in-C, west, on promotion, has been

appointed as Flag officer, sea Training. 

LCS 3 launch
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